Elements Of An Effective Awana Club

Pre-Session
- Leaders arrive early
- Organized activities for the clubbers
- Leaders are involved with clubbers
- Directors are prepared
- Secretaries register clubbers

Opening Ceremony
- Club starts on time
- Flag bearers are ready ahead of time and in uniform
- Clubbers and leaders attentive
- Proper presentation of flags
- Verse recitation and prayer

Game Time
- Game Director is prepared
- Game Director is in control
- Game Director explains games clearly
- Game Director in enthusiastic
- Game pace is good
- Good variety of games
- Competition is even
- Positive points are awarded
- Line Leaders are present
- Line Leaders manage their team well
- Line Leaders are enthusiastic and encouraging
- Team spirit is evident
- Clubbers are well disciplined
- Clubbers play in each game
- Clubbers enjoy themselves

Discipline
- Rules are posted clearly and enforced
- Director is available for discipline
- Point system is used
- 5-count is used effectively
- Clubber movement is orderly

Leadership
- Leaders are in uniform
- Leaders are trained and earning awards
- Student Leaders are used (teens)
- Leaders are involved with the clubbers
- Leader meetings are scheduled

Handbook Time
- Division of groups is appropriate
- Rooms are adequate
- Necessary materials are available
- Leader/clubber ratio is adequate
- Clubbers are seated and attentive
- Leaders have good control of the group
- Leader begins with prayer
- Accurate and efficient records are kept
- Leaders follow handbook standards
- Clubbers are guided to an understanding
- Clubbers are occupied while waiting to recite
- All clubbers have a chance to recite
- Incentives are used to motivate clubbers
- Clubbers are in uniform
- Conducive Handbook Time atmosphere

Large Group Time
- Clubbers are seated by team
- Leaders sit with clubbers and participate
- Announcements are exciting and clear
- Awards are presented properly
- Songs are prepared in advance
- Songs are accompanied (piano, guitar, tape, etc.)
- Songs have a good message
- Message is centered on Scripture
- Message speaks to the needs of clubbers
- Message encourages a decision
- Message is the proper length
- A clear invitation is given
- Time is allowed for counseling
- Clubbers participate
- Winning team is announced and rewarded